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Abstract
Recent technological advancements have made it possible to employ databases and 
custom algorithms to identify and visualize phonetic values for units of language 
in digital texts represented as words, or in the case of Chinese, as characters. These 
results can then be calculated into statistics, and more importantly, visualized at the 
level of the sentence or line, the paragraph, or even the entire work, revealing sub-
tle phonetic patterns and correlations that have generally gone unnoticed by readers 
over the centuries (or millennia) since their composition. Based on successful appli-
cations of these methods to logographic scripts (drawn primarily from premodern 
Chinese), this paper provides example of how algorithms like these can be applied 
to languages written in phonetic scripts (specifically premodern and modern English 
prose and poetry) and demonstrates approaches for using computational methods 
to calculate and visualize the results of phonological and phonorhetorical analyses 
at any scale. The algorithms can be used in concert with sound output to generate 
an immersive multimodal environment from any passage or text by combining the 
source with visualizations of phonological and phonorhetorical analyses and then 
linking these directly to the audio, providing readers with a rich multimedia expe-
rience. The author draws upon his experience designing the Digital Etymological 
Dictionary of Old Chinese《古漢語詞源字典》and visualization toolkits like his 
Visual Text Explorer (and similar endeavors like Poemage) to demonstrate how any-
one can employ similar approaches to create intuitive and compelling visualizations 
of phonological and phonorhetorical patterning for any language or script, ancient or 
modern, revealing and elucidating the sounds of bygone eras and/or obscure dialects 
to modern readers.
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What would it mean to be able to hear classic works of poetry and prose from premodern 
eras recited in an approximation of the dialect of their composers? How can we employ 
modern technologies and data visualization methods to reveal subtle correspondences 
(assonance, consonance, alliteration) and phonorhetoric (rhetorical strategies based on 
sound patterns) in these works? This article presents a series of case studies using a 
variety of primary sources, from early Chinese works of poetry and prose to premod-
ern English prose to a  20th-century American poem, as examples of how one might use 
algorithm-based visual and auditory methods to elucidate phonological patterns. If one 
can generate the phonemes, the methods outlined here should be able to provide similar 
results for any written composition in any language or dialect, at any scale.1

Scholars of the Chinese classics have known for centuries that the pronunciations 
of Chinese characters have changed so radically from their original sounds that much 
of ancient Chinese rhyming poetry no longer rhymes and many subtle uses of puns 
and wordplay in these works are no longer evident to modern scholars. During the 
Qing 清 dynasty (1636–1912) a few select groups of scholars turned their attention to 
this question and began to devise classifications of characters based on the “ancient 
rhymes” evidenced in early Chinese poetry. The first and most famous of these fig-
ures was Duan Yucai 段玉裁, who in 1775 produced his “Qun jing yun fen shiqi bu 
biao” 羣經韻分十七部表 in which he proposes a total of seventeen “rhyme groups” 
韻部 for premodern Chinese. Shortly thereafter, Wang Niansun 王念孫 produced his 
list of twenty-one rhyme groups, adding to and clarifying Duan’s work. In the follow-
ing decades, Jiang Yougao 江有誥 would produce two analytical masterworks detail-
ing patterns of rhyme and cross-rhyme in works of premodern Chinese, the Qun jing 
yun du 群經韻讀 and Xian Qin yun du先秦韻讀; these remain among the very few 
substantive attempts to document phonological correspondences in premodern Chi-
nese at the scale of the corpus (Duan, 1829; Wang, 1924; Jiang, 1928).2

Over the past century, modern historical linguists of Chinese have followed in 
Duan, Wang and Jiang’s footsteps, greatly refining our understanding of the sounds of 
various versions of Chinese during different historical eras and in different regions.3 
The life’s work of these great scholars, combined with database technologies and 
parsing algorithms, has allowed us for the first time to begin to devise toolkits that 
automate much of the arduous lexical spadework and in mere seconds generate out-
put from premodern and modern secondary sources to permit the close examination 
of the phonological representation of each graph within any premodern Chinese text. 
The Digital Etymological Dictionary of Old Chinese (Digital EDOC) 古漢語詞源字
典 (edoc.uchicago.edu) is the primary toolkit that we will employ throughout much 

1 In this study, approximations of the phonology of these texts will be represented by systems generally 
based on the phonemic symbols used in the International Phonetic Alphabet. For Old and Middle Chi-
nese, these are phonological reconstructions based in historical linguistics and as such do not necessarily 
represent the actual phonetics that would have been spoken by the authors or transmitters of these works; 
how well these reconstructions represent human speech acts remains an open question that we hope fur-
ther in-depth study and examination will help to address. See Baxter and Sargart, Old Chinese, p.1–8.
2 See Duan, Liu shu yin yun biao 六書音韻表; Wang, Mao shi qun jing Chu ci gu yun pu毛詩羣經楚辭
古韻譜; Jiang, Qun jing yun du 群經韻讀 and Xian Qin yun du 先秦韻讀.
3 For example, the works of Bernhard Karlgren, Pan Wuyun 潘悟云, William Baxter, Laurent Sagart, Li 
Fang-kuei 李方桂, Axel Schuessler and Johan-Mattis List.
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of this article, but it bears mentioning that there are other renderings of premodern 
Chinese phonology that could be equally productive and a similar toolkit could pro-
vide similar but potentially different answers to the questions posed above.

1  Visualizing the phonology of an ancient Chinese poem

The focus of the initial stages when developing the Digital EDOC was to exam-
ine the phonological structures of some of the most famous poems from the ancient 
Chinese canon, as these works have served as a focal point for generations of writ-
ers, scholars, and poets. The general expectation was that the overwhelming amount 
of scholarship over the millennia meant that every aspect of these works had already 
been examined and a phonological analysis would be relatively straightforward, 
revealing no aspects of these works that previous scholars had not already covered 
in great detail. But as the following figures attest, it seems that a number of subtle 
nuances within these works may remain to be uncovered.

The Chinese poem “Guan ju” 關雎 (translated by Arthur Waley as “The Osprey’s 
Cry”) is the poem presented first in the anthology The Classic of Poetry (Shi jing 詩
經), widely considered one of if not the most important collection of Chinese poems 
from antiquity. “Guan ju” has thus received an enormous amount of attention over 
the centuries, with much ink spilled in debates about whether it should be read as a 
depiction of a courtship ritual, as a political allegory, as a poem praising an ancient 
queen, as an expression of sexual desire, or following any of the other interpreta-
tions that can be found in the numerous premodern exegeses of the poem.

In terms of phonological structure, the rhyme words in the poem (the graphs with pho-
netics in boxes in Fig. 1) have been well documented for centuries (including the formula-
tion of a rhyme word with a following particle zhī之, a construction found in twenty-seven 
of the 305 poems in the corpus), and the matching rhyme schemes in stanzas one and three 
and in stanzas two, four and five are obvious to even the most casual reader. However, a 
detailed analysis of the phonological reconstructions (primarily using Schuessler’s OCM 
with Baxter’s OCB also provided when it diverged significantly from Schuessler) for all the 
graphs in the poem led to a few small discoveries, none of which seem to have been docu-
mented by previous scholars (Baxter, 1992; Schuessler, 2007).4 When one color-codes the 
poem as in Fig. 1, the stark divergence between the phonetics in stanzas one and three 
versus stanzas two, four and five becomes readily apparent, except for the repeated third 
line that falls in stanza one but not in stanza three (in the third stanza this line is replaced by 
the famous emotional outburst “悠哉悠哉,” “Long thoughts, oh, long unhappy thoughts” 
in Waley’s translation; Waley, 1996).5 Even more interesting are the double rhymes that 
become apparent in the first and third stanzas. The repeated finals *-ə and *-u at the end 
of the second line of the first stanza of the poem then crop up again in the fourth line, and 
most strikingly, in the third stanza the ends of the first and second lines form a double 
rhyme which only would have been apparent in the pre-Qin (pre-221 B.C.E.) period: “

4 See Schuessler, Etymological Dictionary of Old Chinese and Baxter, Handbook of Old Chinese Pho-
nology.
5 See Waley, Book of Songs, p.81.
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不得” (*pə *tˤək) would have rhymed perfectly with “思服” (*sə *bək) in Old Chinese, 
while in modern Mandarin pinyin these are now pronounced bù dé and sī fú. There are a 
couple of other subtle phonological characteristics that color-coding the poem in this man-
ner reveals, but generally speaking, it seems very possible that “Guan ju” may well have 
been chosen for the preeminent position in the anthology not simply because of its impor-
tant subject matter and finely wrought poetic constructions, but also due to the significant 
number and variety of intricate phonological patterns that it employs.

2  Visualizing rhyme schemes and phonorhetoric in ancient Chinese 
prose

One of the dominant features of much premodern Chinese poetry and prose is 
the use of end-rhyme (either perfect rhyming or cross-rhyming/consonance) in 
regular patterns. The forms and uses of these patterns in the corpora of bronze 
inscriptions dating to the Western Zhou (1045–771 B.C.E.) was first described 
by Wang Guowei 王國維 and Guo Moruo 郭沫若, and more recently exam-
ined in great detail by scholars like Chen Shihui 陳世輝 and Wolfgang Behr 
(Wang,  1936; Guo,  1931; Chen,  1981; Behr,  1997).6 However, when one uses 

Fig. 1  “Guan Ju” phonology in reconstructed old Chinese (Schuessler OCM and Baxter OCB)

6 See Wang, 兩周金石文韻讀; Guo, 金文韻讀補遺; Chen, 金文韻讀續輯; and Behr, Reimende 
bronzeinschriften.
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the Digital EDOC to algorithmically color-code the inscriptions based on pho-
nological correlations between the graphs in Old Chinese, a number of additional 
patterns beyond those adduced by Wang, Guo, Chen and Behr become evident 
(Figs. 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6).

The Liang Qi zhong 梁其鍾 are a set of six bells discovered in 1940 in Fufeng 
county, Shaanxi province. Roughly half of the 137-graph inscription was cast into 
the upper central and lower left faces on each of the largest bells, and shorter por-
tions of the inscription were inscribed around the central motif on the front of the 
smaller bells. There is no year notation recorded on any of the vessels found bearing 
the name Liang Qi; based on art historical criteria and correlations with other ves-
sels they can be dated to the rein of King Yi 夷王 (r. 865–858 B.C.E.) or King Li 厲
王 (r. 857–842 B.C.E.).

Color-coding highlights the extraordinary number of rhymed and cross-rhymed 
lines in the inscription: in section one an initial perfectly-rhymed couplet is followed 
by several cross-rhyming couplets, section two features a rhymed couplet in *-ak and 
three lines cross-rhyming with *-ŋ finals, then sections three and four are comprised 
of five lines that all rhyme perfectly (the first couplet in *-aŋ and the three subse-
quent lines, including an onomatopoeic couplet describing the sounds of the bells, 
rhyme in *-oŋ), and then after a short non-rhyming passage (section five), the final 
section is comprised of a couplet rhyming perfectly in *-iŋ, a couplet rhyming per-
fectly in *-aŋ, and a final line of four graphs in which the second and final characters 

Fig. 2  Phonology and rhymes from the Liang Qi zhong inscription, Section 1
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Fig. 3  Phonology and rhymes from the Liang Qi zhong inscription, Section 2

Fig. 4  Phonology and rhymes from the Liang Qi zhong inscription, Sections 3 and 4
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Fig. 5  Phonology and rhymes from the Liang Qi zhong inscription, Section 5

Fig. 6  Phonology and rhymes from the Liang Qi zhong inscription, Section 6
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rhyme perfectly: 壽 *duʔ-s/*N-tuʔ and 寶 *pˤuʔ. Documentation of the widespread 
use of rhyme and cross-rhyme in this inscription (and the way that rhymed sections 
are interspersed with short sections featuring no discernable rhyming) provides 
direct evidence of the complexity of compositional practices used during the middle 
period of the Western Zhou dynasty, adding levels of depth and nuance both to our 
understanding of the inscription itself and to the literary culture and environment in 
which it was produced.7

3  Visual and aural rendering of tang‑dynasty Chinese verse

When first building the Digital EDOC, we used it to analyze a number of poems 
from the period often referred to as the “golden age” of Chinese verse: the Tang 唐 
dynasty (618–907). In the Tang, exchanges of rhymed poems, especially in social 
settings, and the use of the poetic form called “regulated verse” (lü shi律詩) became 
widespread cultural phenomena (Owen, 1981).8 When the full reconstructed Mid-
dle Chinese phonology of a Tang-era poem is visualized using a similar technique 
to that used for “Guan ju” above, the output looks something like this (the IPA in 
Fig. 7 below comes from Edwin Pulleyblank’s IPA for Middle Chinese provided in 
his Lexicon of Reconstructed Pronunciation; Pulleyblank, 1991):

Du Fu 杜甫 (712–770) remains arguably the most famous of all the Tang poets, 
and “Chun wang” (“Spring Scene”) is generally considered his most famous single 
work; it depicts the aftermath of the war that devastated his home city and much 
of the country during the early Tang, evoking deep feelings of destruction and loss 
from the point of view of the now-agèd poet. The correspondences in “Chun wang” 
are less striking than the ones we found in “Guan ju” but the phonological parallels 
reveal intricate patterns: the -k finals on the first characters in the first and last lines, 
for example, and the ranges of final sonorants (-n, -ŋ, and -m) used in parallel posi-
tions in the second, third and fourth lines. One potentially interesting result of use a 
toolkit like the Digital EDOCby modern readers is that it permits close examination 
of the ways that the poem no longer rhymes in modern Chinese (here we’ll use Man-
darin as the main example, highlighted in light blue); the four lines of the poem each 
end in a perfect -əm rhyme in Middle Chinese, but the finals in modern Mandarin 
are -en, -in, -in and -an respectively (Pulleyblank 1991).9

Over the past three decades, innovations in algorithmically-derived speech syn-
thesis methods have proved useful to people with various speech- and hearing-
related disabilities and recently as a primary method for device interaction (as in 
the Amazon Alexa, Google Home Assistant & Apple HomePod). The initial stage 
of development of computer-based speech synthesis was in the late 1970’s and early 
1980’s, and methods remained relatively consistent until the last five years, as new 

9 See Pulleyblank, Lexicon, 1991.
8 See Owen, High T’ang, 1981.

7 For a discussion of aural‐mnemonic devices in Chinese philosophical texts, see Grebnev (2020). See 
also Tharsen (2015) and (2019).
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computational approaches based on deep neural networks have begun to show prom-
ise in reliably replicating human speech.10

If a reliable and sophisticated method for reproducing speech from text can indeed 
be developed, then the auralization of premodern works could make for a valuable 
object of study and bring to modern audiences the sounds of works from a variety of 
cultures and historical eras. It must be acknowledged that the hurdles to such an ambi-
tious undertaking are significant; as an initial attempt at proof of concept, we designed 
an algorithm to convert Pulleyblank’s Middle Chinese IPA to a traditional framework 
for generating speech from a phonemic script: Apple’s built-in customizable speech 
synthesis system, originally called “MacinTalk”, now part of “PlainTalk”.11

The main benefit of the system created by Apple is its ability to use a custom 
alphabet to represent phonemes as the input for the voice synthesizer; while the 
voices are still very rudimentary, it remains an easy-to-use and widely accessible 
method to represent IPA as algorithmically generated speech (and thus can represent 
any phonemes in the PlainTalk framework). The phonological representation of the 
IPA for “Chun wang” in PlainTalk is in Fig. 8 (note that the original rhymes are pre-
served with the repeated final “-AXm”), and the file can be “spoken” by any macOS 
operating system using the commands provided.12 When presented to a modern 

Fig. 7  Phonological features of Du Fu’s “Spring Scene” based on Pulleyblank’s Middle Chinese IPA

10 The MacinTalk framework used in this article was originally launched in 1990 and has remained rela-
tively similar to this day. Amazon Polly, based on a similar codebase to the Alexa engine, was released 
on Amazon Web Services in 2017. Most modern neural network-based methods (DNNs) are based on 
Google’s WaveNet vocoder or Fastspeech2. For overviews and commentary on these approaches, see Van 
Den Oord et al., “WaveNet: A generative model for raw audio,” 2016; Tobing et al., “An Evaluation of 
Voice Conversion with Neural Network Spectral Mapping Models and WaveNet Vocoder,”  2020; Ren 
et al., “FastSpeech 2: Fast and High-Quality End-to-End Text to Speech,” 2020; and Zhang et al., “Revis-
iting IPA-based Cross-lingual Text-to-speech,” 2021.
11 See the MacinTalk/PlainTalk “Speech Synthesis Programming Guide”: https:// devel oper. apple. com/ 
libra ry/ archi ve/ docum entat ion/ UserE xperi ence/ Conce ptual/ Speec hSynt hesis Progr ammin gGuide/ Phone 
mes/ Phone mes. html
12 We have made the files containing the MacinTalk phonetics presented in this article available on 
Github: https:// github. com/ thars 3n/ IJDH_ phone tics.

https://developer.apple.com/library/archive/documentation/UserExperience/Conceptual/SpeechSynthesisProgrammingGuide/Phonemes/Phonemes.html
https://developer.apple.com/library/archive/documentation/UserExperience/Conceptual/SpeechSynthesisProgrammingGuide/Phonemes/Phonemes.html
https://developer.apple.com/library/archive/documentation/UserExperience/Conceptual/SpeechSynthesisProgrammingGuide/Phonemes/Phonemes.html
https://github.com/thars3n/IJDH_phonetics
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audience the effects of hearing a  9th-century Chinese poem “recited” by a machine 
has tangible effects; one scholar of Chinese who is a native speaker of Korean noted 
the Tang-era pronunciations of the graphs were closer to her native language than 
she had realized, and others mentioned that the rhythms and sounds of the poem 
seemed more accurate and compelling when rendered in even such a rough machine-
based approximation of Middle Chinese than in any modern dialect.13

4  Aural rendering of premodern english prose

Once it was determined that the phonology of a logographic script like Chinese 
(rendered in reconstructed Old or Middle Chinese) could be algorithmically approx-
imated at scale, the next step was to determine whether one could do the same for a 
premodern language represented in a phonetic script. While Chinese characters gen-
erally have multiple possible pronunciations the use of characters makes it relatively 
easy for algorithms to choose and deploy a specific sound for each graph; phonetic 
writing systems often display a higher degree of complexity in the ways that graph-
emes represent sound, and combinations of sounds in particular.

As a test case for premodern English, the famous opening section of Geoffrey 
Chaucer’s Prologue to the Canterbury Tales seemed an obvious choice as it remains 
today one of the most widely studied and recognizable Middle English texts. The 
IPA used for the Prologue here is from Albert Baugh and Thomas Cable’s 2002 
History of the English Language, as using the work of expert linguists to determine 
the phonology of a specific work is preferable over a dictionary or algorithm-based 
deep learning system (this approach is discussed in the next section).14

A similar script to the one used to convert Pulleyblank’s IPA to the PlainTalk 
format and the same “say” command with the specific parameters given in the figure 
above was used (the “Alex” voice sounded better to our ear than the “Victoria” voice 

Fig. 8  Commands for and phonology of Du Fu’s “Spring Scene” in MacinTalk

13 Special thanks go to the organizers of Oxford University’s Early Text Cultures project who hosted an 
early presentation of this article in their 2019–2020 “Writing Orality” series. https:// www. early textc ultur 
es. org/ events/ past- events/ writi ng- orali ty/ perfo rmanc es
14 See Cable and Baugh, Companion, 2002.

https://www.earlytextcultures.org/events/past-events/writing-orality/performances
https://www.earlytextcultures.org/events/past-events/writing-orality/performances
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used above, though it’s somewhat crude; it reminds one of the voice of the super-
computer in the movie WarGames). These allowed an auditory rendering of the text 
in a rough general approximation of how Chaucer might have pronounced the words 
in Middle English to be produced (see Fig. 9).15

5  Visual rendering of the phonology of a modern American poem

To test a modern phonetic script, the well-known “Stopping by Woods on a Snowy 
Evening” by the American poet Robert Frost seemed an ideal choice given its rela-
tive popularity and the intricacy of its phonological structure.16 Unlike with Chau-
cer, there was no readily available IPA version of this poem, so the PhoTransEdit 
website (photransedit.com/Online/Text2Phonetics.aspx) was employed to generate 
the IPA for a “General American” dialect (Figs. 10 and 11).17

15 One could equally use the phonology to produce a color-coded visual depiction of the rhymes in the 
Prologue, similar to the charts for early Chinese prose above.
16 Frost and Lankes, New Hampshire (1923).
17 There also exist recordings of Frost himself reading the poem that one could use to refine the IPA, if 
one wished to hear it in its author’s own voice. See, for example: youtube.com/watch?v = rebVUgCg-
SAU.

Fig. 9  Baugh & cable’s phonology of Chaucer’s prologue with MacinTalk commands and phonemes
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To visualize the phonology at the level of the grapheme, we used the Visual Text 
Explorer (the VTE was originally developed in 2016 to be able to visually highlight 
character interactions in novels; in training it for Chinese we found it worked at the 
single-graph level equally well, and thus could represent phonemes in color gradi-
ents) to provide the visual representation of the rhyme scheme in Figs. 12, 13, 14, 
and 15.

Fig. 11  Frost’s “Stopping By Woods on a Snowy Evening” with “General American” dialect IPA gener-
ated by Photransedit

Fig. 10  PhoTransEdit website user interface
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Figs. 12–15  Phonology of the four stanzas of Frost’s “Stopping By Woods on a Snowy Evening” as rendered 
in the Visual Text Explorer
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Frost employs a clever rhyme scheme in this poem: in all but the final stanza, 
lines one, two and four end in perfect rhymes, and the non-rhyming word at the end 
of each third line becomes the dominant rhyme for the following stanza (in the final 
stanza then all four lines rhyme perfectly), thus AABA BBCB CCDC DDDD. The 
Visual Text Explorer highlights this pattern with a colored bar for each phoneme; 
for example, the yellow-orange pattern for -ɪə at the end of the third line in the first 
stanza is then visually repeated in the rhyme words at the ends of lines one, two and 
four in the next stanza, and so on.18 Similar patterns can be generated for any phono-
logical rendering of any text.

6  Tentative conclusions and future steps

The methods for representing the sound patterns in these eminent literary works pre-
sented here are simply initial proof-of-concept test examples for what one hopes will 
become far more refined strategies in the years to come. Most importantly, the tools 
and methods are simple enough that they can be readily employed by any scholar or 
student and readily repurposed for any language or script. Future work creating algo-
rithm-based IPA generators for other languages and dialects, more accurate meth-
ods of speech synthesis, and algorithmic production of the phonemes and inflec-
tions in premodern languages (not simply Old or Middle Chinese, as in the examples 
above, but potentially dialects of ancient Egyptian, Akkadian, Athenian Greek or 
the Latin of the early Roman Empire – essentially any source that one could render 
in a phone/phoneme-based script like the International Phonetic Alphabet) will all 
contribute to our ability to more precisely identify and analyze the subtle nuances, 
phonorhetorical devices and intricate wordplay within these texts, hopefully provid-
ing new insights into the methods employed by their authors and the literary and 
cultural practices and traditions that informed their creation and transmission.19

Data availability via Github repository https:// github. com/ thars 3n/ IJDH_ phone tics

Code availability Not applicable
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